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Abstract— Nowadays, much research in recent years has 

focused on IoT (Internet of Things).Our project is based on 

controlling and viewing status of the electrical appliance in 

industry or home. It aims at helping people to control 

electrical appliance freely and build an autonomous 

environment in home or work area. Devices are connected to 

the internet and stretch their reach. This project introduces a 

wireless solution based on Internet protocol to access and 

control electrical appliances easily. Based on this approach, 

we design an application with the implementation of related 

software and hardware. In this application we can control the 

electrical appliances and view the status of the electrical 

appliance from both locally and remotely. This application 

receive the intimation about the electrical appliance 

continuously when the application is connected to the 

internet. In this application multiple users can able to access 

and control electrical appliances from anywhere through 

internet. All user activity can be controlled by the main user 

to enhance the security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of IOT (internet of things), the concept 

of controlling electrical appliances has become more and 

more popular. 

Devices are connected to the internet and establish 

their reach. Nowadays each and everyone has the capability 

to use the internet. This contributes to the promotion of 

communicating information from anywhere in the world. 

Mobile phone is not the only a common  device has the option 

of internet. Smart watch, smart rings, smart TV, smart air 

monitor, smart sensors and all kinds of traditional devices 

turn to smart and have the capability to access the internet. 

This contributes to the promotion of controlling electrical 

appliances from anywhere in the world. Since electrical 

appliances can become smart, the home or the work area can 

be a smart area with easy automation control. Electrical 

appliances can connect to the internet and provide a unified 

interface for users to interact anywhere in the world. 

As with the development of the Internet, Internet 

based solutions for controlling electrical appliances been 

proposed. We introduce some architecture for controlling 

electrical appliances through internet. These Internet based 

approaches need a server implemented on a personal 

computer running all the time. An embedded board physically 

connected all the electrical devices and, through integration 

with a personal computer (PC) based web server, provided 

remote access to the system.  

In this paper, we present a internet based controlling 

electrical devices where electrical devices are connected 

through internet.  Different electrical devices such as fan, 

light and other appliances can cooperate with each other 

smartly. The central remote server can offer services for 

millions of homes or offices and provide a unified manage 

platform, so it is of much possibility to be popularized. 

Phones or tablets with the special application can interact 

with the system remotely or locally as control units. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept that visualizes all objects 

around us as part of internet. Internet of things coverage is 

very wide and includes variety of objects like smart phones, 

digital cameras, sensors, etc. Once all these devices are 

connected to each other, they enable more and more smart 

processes and services that support our basic needs, 

economies, environment, health etc. Such large number of 

devices connected to internet provides many kinds of services 

and produce huge amount of data and information. Cloud 

computing is a one such model for on-demand access to a 

shared pool of configurable resources ( compute, networks, 

servers, storage applications, services, software etc.) that can 

be easily provisioned as Infrastructure, software and 

applications . Cloud based platforms help to connect to the 

things around us so that we can access anything at any time 

and any place in a user friendly manner using customized 

portals and in built applications . Hence, cloud acts as a front 

end to access IoT. Applications that interact with devices like 

sensors have special requirements of huge storage to store big 

data, huge computation power to enable the real time 

processing of the data i.e information, and high speed 

network to stream audio or video. In this paper, we describe 

how IoT and Cloud computing can work together to provide 

automation of domestic things so as to reduce human 

intervention and save time and energy. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of the project is to provide wide access 

for electrical appliances. We also analyse and solve the 

problem when multiple users has the permission to access the 

electrical devices. It will provide wide access for electrical 

appliances. All users can view and control the status of the 

electrical appliances. It provide secured control to 

administrator to control and monitor other users. It will 

update device status to all users periodically. It also monitor 

which users are using particular devices with required details. 

It will control electrical appliances from anywhere in the 

world through internet.   

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system the electrical appliances are connected 

to the user interface module via Bluetooth/wifi/Zigbee 

protocol. And also the electrical equipment controlled by 

mobile call or message from the owner. In Mobile 

communication the call will received by the microcontroller 

and change the status of appliance according to the input. 
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A. Limitations Of Existing System: 

The Bluetooth model is better coverage while compare to IR 

model but it also limited within 10m. The GSM technology 

provides wide access to the electrical appliances if multiple 

users update the same appliance the status will not updated to 

the other users. We cannot control access permission for 

multiple users. 

The disadvantage of Bluetooth is that the battery 

usage during a single transfer is negligible, but if Bluetooth is 

kept on whole day, then battery loss is significant and because 

of this it inevitably eats into the battery of these devices, and 

lowers the battery life considerably. The other disadvantage 

of Bluetooth is that the security in Bluetooth is good but it is 

much better in infrared technology. 

V.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system the user inter face module connected 

to the server and update the database the database monitored 

frequently by microcontroller. If the changes occurred in 

database the microcontroller update the electrical appliances 

through relay. Multiple users can access the electrical 

appliances and the users are monitored by the administrator. 

The administrator grand permission to the user to access the 

appliance. User can control appliances through internet from 

anywhere the world. If one user update the appliances the 

changes updated to the all users and send notification to the 

administrator through mail. The microcontroller connected to 

the internet via Ethernet shield. Ethernet shield receives data 

from database periodically and send the data to 

microcontroller. 

A. Advantage Of Proposed System; 

The proposed system had no limitation for distance of access, 

the user can access electrical appliances from anywhere in the 

world through internet. Multiple user can access electrical 

appliances. The status of electrical appliances will be updated 

to all other users. The user access and who changes the device 

status will be monitored by the administrator. The 

administrator grand permission to all other users to access 

appliance. Notification will be send to administrator when the 

device status changed. 

VI. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Fig. A shows the block diagram of the proposed system. The 

user interface module connected to the server to connect the 

database. The Arduino uno connected to internet via Arduino 

Ethernet shield. The microcontroller connected to the 

electrical appliances through relay. 

 
Fig. A: Block diagram 

VII.  IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed system has two modules. The first module 

connect the user interface to server to update status. The 

second module connect the server to electrical appliance 

through microcontroller. 

 Graphical User Interface(GUI) Module 

 Communication Module 

 

A. Graphical User Interface (Gui) Module: 

The user interface module have two types of interface design 

browser and desktop application. The desktop application 

used for administrator and the browser application is used for 

both administrator and user. The user request authentication 

to access device. The request send to administrator then the 

administrator provide access to user. The user activity also 

monitored by the administrator. When user login the device 

status loaded to user. If user changes the status, the status will 

update database and changes other user’s User Interface and 

also send notification to administrator about the changes. 

 
Fig. B: GUI Module 

B. Communication Module: 

The communication module describe connection between 

server and electrical appliances. Ethernet shield connected to 

server check database changes, send the result to arduino 

(Microcontroller). The microcontroller sent 5v if the device 

is enabled, the 5v will converted to 230v using relay. Relay 

act as switch, this will be connected to the electrical 

appliances. Fig. c shows the connection between the database 

and electrical appliances. 
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Fig. C: Communication module 

C. Program Flow Chart: 

Fig. d describes the flow of data from user interface module 

to electrical appliances. User gives authentication request to 

server by username and password. If the use have access 

server returns status of device. The administrator can add 

more devices and gives access to user also can monitor the 

user activity. When user change the status database updated 

and send notification to administrator. The Ethernet shield 

receives data from server and update microcontroller. 

Microcontroller send 5v to relay circuit, relay act as switch if 

input is 5v, relay connect the 230v circuit. Then the electrical 

appliance updated as per user changes. 

 
Fig. d: Flow chart 

VIII. TOOLS USED 

A. Hardware Tools Specification: 

The hardware requirements may serve as the basis for a 

contract for the implementation of the system and should 

therefore be a complete and consistent specification of the 

whole system. They are used by software engineers as the 

starting point for the system design. It shows what the system 

should do and not how it should be implemented. 

Hardware: 

Processor :  Intel core 2 duo. 

Ram  :  512 MB DD ram 

Monitor                :  15” color 

Hard disk  :  40 GB 

Microcontroller :  Arduino uno, Ethernet    shield. 

Connectors :  jumper wires, Ethernet cable 

B. Software Requirements: 

The software requirements document is the specification of 

the system. It should include both a definition and a 

specification of requirements. It is a set of what the system 

should do rather than how it should do it. The software 

requirements provide a basis for creating the software 

requirements specification.  It is useful in estimating cost, 

planning team activities, performing tasks and tracking the 

teams and tracking the team’s progress throughout the 

development activity. 

Software 

Front End  : ASP.NET 

Back End : My-SQL, ASP.NET 

Operating System  : Windows 08 

IDE  : Visual Studio, Arduino. 

  

IX. WORKING 

The working of controlling electrical appliances is divided in 

to two parts: software design and hardware design. 

A. Software Design: 

Software for controlling electrical appliances is divided into 

two parts: server application and microcontroller firmware. 

The server application software is a library implementation 

of a micro Web-server running on Arduino Uno using the 

Ethernet shield. This Ethernet shield has the capability to be 

used both, as a client or a server. To successfully 

communicate between remote user and the Home Gateway, 

configuration stage and sensor/actuator control stage layers 

have been implemented on the Arduino Uno. The 

<Ethernet.h> libraries are used to receive data on Arduino 

Uno. The Home Gateway is connected to Internet over 

TCP/IP. Since Arduino Ethernet shield already supports a 

TCP/IP stack, we have focused on implementing software to 

connect it to the remote user. The Home Gateway once started 

enters the configuration stage. During the configuration stage 

the Ethernet module establishes connection with Local Area 

Network (LAN) using a static IP address. To optimize the 

process of connection, we have used static IP address rather 

than acquiring an IP via Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol (DHCP). Once the Home Gateway has been 

initialized, it enters into an idle state until any command is 

received from the remote user. Upon successful reception of 

commands as strings from the web application, it’s decoded 
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and appropriate control action is taken. These actions can be 

either actuation or sensing.   

There are several platforms for developing web 

application such as php, .net, jsp and so on. we decided to 

develop and implement the web application in .net 

programming language using the Visual stdio IDE. The most 

important feature of our web application is to hide several 

processes from the user while allowing full interaction with 

the application. By using the several software packages, we 

were able to customize the application to include a variety of 

user interface elements such as text boxes, choice groups, lists 

and command buttons. 

 
Fig. e: UI for device control. 

The above fig. illustrates some designs for the 

graphical user interface. The web application for controlling 

electrical appliances and monitoring applications provides 

the following functionalities to the user: 1) Remote 

connection to the Home Gateway. 2) Device control. 3) 

Device Monitoring. 4) view status periodically 5) view device 

access. To successfully connect to the web server, the user 

has to configure the IP address and the Port number of the 

micro Web-server in the application. Then the user has to 

synchronize the application with the Web-server to retrieve 

the actuators and sensors those are connected to the Arduino 

Uno and what they are used for. 

 
Fig. f: Monitor user access. 

 
Fig. g: Control multiple user. 

B. .Hardware Design: 

The Arduino Uno and Ethernet shield were used to implement 

the micro Web-server for the Home gateway. The Arduino 

Uno is an open-source microcontroller that uses ATMEGA 

328, an Atmel AVR processor which can be programmed by 

the computer in C language via USB port. Arduino Uno also 

has on-board 5 analog pins and 13 digital pins for input and 

output operations, supporting SPI and I2C which can be used 

to interface with other devices. The Ethernet module acts as 

a bridge to connect the Home Gateway to the local proxy. 

 
Fig. h: Hardware design 

A conventional light switch was integrated with the 

Arduino using relays to demonstrate the switching capability 

as illustrated in our previous work. 

X. APPLICATION 

There is no limitation for distance to control electrical 

appliances. Multiple users can able to access those electrical 

appliances through internet. All other users can access the 

devices under the administrator control. To enhance the 

security, administrator has the option to simultaneously view 

which user uses the particular device. Status will be updated 

periodically to all users. Once this application is implemented 

in industry or any other organization. To save the cost there 

is no need of additional security to maintain particular 

domain. 
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A. Future Development: 

In the near future the Internet and wireless technologies will 

connect different sources of information such as sensors, 

mobile phones and cars in a tighter manner. The number of 

devices which connect to the Internet is – seemingly 

exponentially – increasing. These billions of components 

produce, consume and process information in different 

environments such as logistic applications, factories, airports 

and in the work and everyday lives of people. The society 

need new and scalable, compatible and secure solutions for 

both the management of the ever more broad, complexly-

networked Internet of Things, and also for the support of 

various business models.   

XI. CONCLUSION 

The Internet has changed drastically the way we live, moving 

interactions between people at a virtual level in several 

contexts spanning from the professional life to social 

relationships. The IoT has the potential to add a new 

dimension to this process by enabling communications with 

smart objects, thus leading to the vision of ‘‘anytime, 

anywhere, any media, anything” communications. To this 

purpose, we observe that the Internet of Things should be 

considered as part of the overall Internet of the future, which 

is likely to be vividly different from the Internet we use today. 
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